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Section 1 provides an executive summary of TfN’s Risk Environment and Emerging Risks, key changes to the register since 
the last risk review, TfN’s 2023/24 milestones and corporate risk dashboard. 

Executive Summary 
 

1.1 TfN’s Risk Environment and Emerging Risks 
 

1.1.1 Recognising the current fiscal environment including the cost of inflation, TfN are closely monitoring funding risks and 
budget expenditure. There is a risk at functional level to manage and monitor budget assumptions and there is a 
corporate risk relating to medium term sustainability.  

 
1.1.2 TfN received an additional £710,000 of grant funding to deliver the TfN offer. A working group has been established to 

manage alignment of the individual workstreams across the organisation, as part of this, risks and actions are being 
considered across TfN. TfN continue to engage with partners across the region to fully scope the offer we can bring to 
support local transport planning. 
 

1.1.3 In September 23, TfN will be relocating the head office space. Risks and actions are being considered in relation to the 
office move. A working group has been established to discuss progress with the move.  
 

1.1.4 TfN continue to monitor the political environment, particularly with the upcoming general election and how this may 
impact on the delivery of TfN’s objectives.  

Key Changes to the Corporate Risk Register 
 

1.1.5 Risk 299 – TfN’s contribution to achieving Decarbonisation - Updated risk wording slightly. TfN’s current decarbonation 
carbon trajectory assumes a reduction to between 1and2% of 2018 surface transport emission levels. The strategy is 
clear that the North need to get to as close to zero as possible and a net zero target is not appropriate. TfN will be 
updating the decarbonisation strategy next year, so we will be adjusting and strengthening our decarbonation 
trajectory as needed.    
 

1.1.6 Risk 643 – Recruitment and retention of staff, as discussed as part of the deep dive at the Audit and Governance 
Committee meeting in August two additional controls have been included in relation to the recruitment process.  
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1.1.7 Risk 876 – Cyber disruption/attacks, an additional control has been included in relation to multifactor authentication. 
 

1.1.8 Risk 877 – TfN’s influence on the NPR Programme, has been reassessed and reduced probability current and target 
due to co-sponsorship agreement and arrangements for engagement forums now in place and DfT have agreed to 
review connectivity to Bradford. Actions 2481 and 2640 are now complete.  
 

1.1.9 Risk 882 – TAME capacity - a new action 2924 has been identified.  
  
1.1.10  Risk 881 - Endorsement of STP refresh, action 2500 updated Northern Power Independent Economic Review   

complete; TfN to produce a summary document which will be presented at partnership board in September. Action 
2501 complete as the NPIER scenarios were published with the STP in May.  

 
1.1.11  Risk 916 – Funding, delivery of medium-term sustainability, closed two actions (2670 and 2675) as both are 

duplicates and included within existing controls 2671 and 2673.  
 

1.1.12  Risk 999 –Resources for TfN offer– action 2849 updated to develop the brochure and the PID to confirm the 
plans/trajectory of the TfN offer over 2023/24 and 24/25.  

   

Key Milestones 
 

1.1.13 Our key milestones monitor and measure our progress and performance and ensure that we provide value for money. 
The milestones that we have adopted for 2023/24 are set out below: 

 
Milestone Detail Delivery 

1 Consult on a revised Strategic Transport Plan Summer 2023 
2 Publish Connected Mobility Strategy Summer 2023 
3 Secure adoption of revised Strategic Transport Plan December 2023 
4 Rail Reform – Issue Proposition for the North December 2023 
5 Provide annual STP action plan March 2024 
6 Update Future Transport Scenarios March 2024 
7 Consult on, and then publish final Strategic Rail Report March 2024 
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8 Ensure a strong case is forwarded for recommended RIS investment in the North March 2024 
9 Publish TfN’s Bus Policy position. March 2024 

10 Implement an online local public transport data toolkit March 2024 

11 Develop a submission to government that identifies opportunities to build on TfN’s 
technical capabilities March 2024 
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Corporate Risk Dashboard  
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